Socks, Laces & Insoles
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Plan-o-grams
Justin Socks
Justin Work Socks
Women’s Fashion Socks
Ladies Western Socks
Justin Boot Laces
Justin Insoles

Justin Sock Features
SOX9500—Half Cushion Crew
SOX9501—Half Cushion Crew
SOX9503—Half Cushion OTC
SOX9506—Full Cushion Crew
SOX9509—Full Cushion OTC
SOX9512—Wicking Crew
SOX9515—Wicking OTC
SOX9521—Merino Wool Boot Sock
SOX9524—Merino Wool Camo Boot Sock
SOX9527—Compression OTC

Justin Work Sock Features
SOX9525—Cotton Steel Toe Crew
SOX9526—Acrylic Boot Sock

Justin Youth Features
SOX9520—Half Cushion Crew

Justin Insole Features
SOX9603—Super Arch Support Insole
SOX9600—Waffle Gel Arch Support Insole
SOX9621—Performance Comfort Insole
SOX9609—Comfort Boot Insole
SOX9606—Jel Square Toe Insole
SOX9624—Jel Insole
JUSTIN WORK

8845
Cotton Steel Toe

8845
Cotton Steel Toe

5802
Acrylic Boot Sock

5802
Acrylic Boot Sock
LADIES WESTERN

9507
Angora Flatknit Natural

9507
Angora Flatknit Turquoise

9507
Angora Flatknit Black

9504
Angora Striped Natural

9504
Angora Striped Dark Charcoal
JUSTIN INSOLES

9600  
Justin Waffle Gel Arch Support

9603  
Justin Super Arch

9621  
Justin Performance Comfort

9606  
Justin Square Toe JEL

9624  
Justin JEL

9609  
Justin Comfort Boot
SOX9500—Half Cushion Crew
3 pair pack, 6 pair pack
85% Cotton, 15% Nylon

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Definitely not your “basic” crew. This sock is cotton rich with cushion on the bottom of the foot—where you need it most. Antimicrobial to prevent odor and a smooth toe seam to reduce irritation. Justin knit-in logo over the toe means they’ll come back for more.

Key Features
1. **Cotton-rich product**: Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Half Cushion Sole**: Foot comfort
3. **Reinforced Heel and Toe**: For durability
4. **Smooth Toe Seam**: Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9501—Half Cushion Crew
3 pair pack
85% Cotton, 15% Nylon

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Definitely not your “basic” crew. This sock is cotton rich with cushion on the bottom of the foot—where you need it most. Antimicrobial to prevent odor and a smooth toe seam to reduce irritation. Justin knit-in logo over the toe means they’ll come back for more.

Key Features

1. **Cotton-rich product:** Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Half Cushion Sole:** Foot comfort
3. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9503—Half Cushion OTC
3 pair pack
85% Cotton, 15% Nylon

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Definitely not your “basic” crew. This sock is cotton rich with cushion on the bottom of the foot—where you need it most. Antimicrobial to prevent odor and a smooth toe seam to reduce irritation. Justin knit-in logo over the toe means they’ll come back for more.

Key Features
1. **Cotton-rich product:** Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Longer Length:** Great for higher boots
3. **Half Cushion Sole:** Foot comfort
4. **Reinforced Heel and Toe:** For durability
5. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9506—Justin Full Cushion Crew
2 pair pack, 6 pair pack (white only)
75% Cotton, 21% Nylon, 2% Spandex, 2% Polypropylene

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Super soft cotton feel. Mesh ventilation keeps feet cool and the flex zone reduces bulk at the ankle. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. The Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

Key Features

1. **Ringspun Cotton**: Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Full Cushion Comfort**: For where you need it most
3. **Mesh Ventilation**: Increased air flow
4. **Flex Zone**: For increased mobility
5. **Reinforced Heel and Toe**: For durability
6. **Smooth Toe Seam**: Reduces the chance of irritation
**BREAKDOWN:**

**Key Objective:**
Super soft cotton feel. Mesh ventilation keeps feet cool and the flex zone reduces bulk at the ankle. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. The Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

**Key Features**
1. **Ringspun Cotton:** Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Longer Length:** Great for higher boots
3. **Full Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
4. **Mesh Ventilation:** Increased air flow
5. **Flex Zone:** For increased mobility
6. **Arch Support:** For a snug fit around the foot
7. **Reinforced Heel and Toe:** For durability
8. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9512—Justin Wicking Crew
1 pair pack
53% polyester, 41% cotton, 4% nylon, 2% spandex

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Polyester fibers that wick moisture quickly is blended with cotton for a soft hand. Half cushioning that includes all of the toes for padding where you need it most. An arch support gives a snug fit. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor, and the Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

Key Features

1. **Cotton/Poly blend**: A soft hand that wicks moisture quickly
2. **Half Cushion Comfort**: For where you need it most
3. **Arch Support**: For snug fit
4. **Smooth Toe Seam**: Reduces the chance of irritation
BREAKDOWN:

**Key Objective:**
Polyester fibers that wick moisture quickly is blended with cotton for a soft hand. Half cushioning that includes all of the toes for padding where you need it most. An arch support gives a snug fit. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor, and the Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

**Key Features**

1. **Cotton/Poly blend:** A soft hand that wicks moisture quickly
2. **Longer Length:** Great for higher boots
3. **Half Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
4. **Arch Support:** For snug fit
5. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation

SOX9515—Justin Wicking OTC
1 pair pack
53% polyester, 41% cotton, 4% nylon, 2% spandex

Fall 2013
**Key Objective:**
Merino wool for natural antimicrobial properties and thermoregulation. This sock keeps you warm, but you won’t overheat! Full Cushion for all over comfort. Flex zone reduces bulk at the ankle. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. The Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

**Key Features**

1. **Merino Wool Blend:** Great hand, naturally antimicrobial, thermoregulating
2. **Full Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
3. **Flex Zone:** For increased mobility
4. **Arch Support:** Hugs the foot.
5. **Reinforced Heel and Toe:** For durability
6. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
BREAKDOWN:

**Key Objective:**
Merino wool for natural antimicrobial properties and thermoregulation. This sock keeps you warm, but you won’t overheat! Full Cushion for all over comfort. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. The Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

**Key Features:**
1. **Merino Wool Blend:** Great hand, naturally antimicrobial, thermoregulating
2. **Full Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
3. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation

SOX9524—Justin Merino Wool Camo Boot Sock
1 pair pack
68% acrylic, 14% wool, 12% polyester, 4% nylon, 2% spandex
Key Objective: Lightweight Compression
Perfect for people who are on their feet all day, this lightweight compression provides relief for muscle fatigue. An arch support hugs the foot and the Justin logo over the toe means they’ll remember their new favorite sock.

Key Features:

1. **Over-the-Calf**: For all-day wear
2. **Arch Support**: To hug the foot
3. **Y Heel Gore**: Provides better fit
4. **Half-Cushion**: For foot comfort
SOX9525—Justin Work Cotton Steel Toe Crew
2 pair pack
60% cotton, 23% nylon, 15% polyester, 2% spandex

BREAKDOWN:

**Key Objective:**
Super soft cotton feel. Cushion comfort through the bottom of the foot and well past the toe—where you need it most. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. Justin heat transfer so they’ll remember their favorite sock!

**Key Features**

1. **Ringspun Cotton:** Cotton hand for comfort
2. **Half Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
3. **“Ringtoe” Cushion:** Cushion extends past the toe for extra padding
4. **Reinforced Heel and Toe:** For durability
5. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9526—Justin Work Acrylic Boot Sock
2 pair pack
88% acrylic, 12% nylon

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
This traditional boot sock style is upgraded with acrylic yarns that have a moisture movement story. Antimicrobial to help prevent odor. An added Justin heat transfer so they’ll remember their favorite sock!

Key Features

1. **Acrylic blend:** For a soft hand and moisture movement
2. **Full Cushion Comfort:** Plush comfort throughout the sock
3. **Smooth Toe Seam:** Reduces the chance of irritation
SOX9520—Justin Youth Half Cushion Crew
3 pair pack
54% cotton, 33% polyester, 5% olefin, 4% nylon, 4% spandex

BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Super soft cotton feel blended with moisture management fibers. An arch support helps to hug the sock to the foot. The Justin knit-in logo means customers will remember their favorite sock!

Key Features
1. **Cotton-Poly Blend:** Cotton hand for comfort, poly fibers for moisture management
2. **Half Cushion Comfort:** For where you need it most
3. **Arch Support:** For a snug fit around the foot
SOX9603—Justin Super Arch Support Insole

**BREAKDOWN:**

**Key Objective:**
Stability, support and full length cushioning. Anatomically shaped arch support and deep heel cup for support and stability. Anti-microbial treatments on the top cover help protect against odor causing bacteria.

**Key Features**
1. **Support:** Stability insole
2. **Protection:** Anti-blister top cover
3. **Cushion:** Maximum cushioning
**BREAKDOWN:**

**Key Objective:**
Strategically placed gel padding lessens impact and pressure from daily activities. Lightweight cushion from heel to toe with rear and mid foot support. Anti-microbial treatments on the top cover help protect against odor causing bacteria.

**Key Features**

1. **Support:** Heel and ball of foot gel pads
2. **Protection:** Shock absorbing
3. **Performance:** Reduce muscle fatigue
4. **Cushion:** Gel comfort
BREAKDOWN:

Key Objective:
Maximum performance cushioning. Superior cushion for heel and forefoot areas. Airflow channels move warm air out and draws cooler air in. Anti-microbial treatments on the top cover help protect against odor causing bacteria. Anti-friction top cover helps prevent blisters and keeps feet cooler and drier.

Key Features
1. **Support**: Stability insole
2. **Protection**: Anti-blister top cover
3. **Cushion**: Maximum cushioning
SOX9609—Justin Comfort Boot Insole

**BREAKDOWN:**

**Key Objective:**
Provides stability, flexibility, and full-length lightweight cushioning. Long lasting comfort with extra padding in the heel cup.

**Key Features**
1. **Support:** Stability insole
2. **Protection:** Suede tec fabric cover
3. **Cushion:** Extra heel cushioning
BREAKDOWN:

**Key Objective:**
Unparalleled comfort. Polyurethane jel pads in the heel and ball area for added padding on the strike zones. Footbed is cushioned with foam and encapsulated air cells to provide energy return and reduce muscle fatigue. Square toe to fit in square toe boots.

**Key Features**
1. **Support:** Heel and ball of feet jel pads
2. **Protection:** Shock absorbing
3. **Performance:** Reduce muscle fatigue
4. **Cushion:** Jel comfort
BREAKDOWN:

**Key Objective:**
Unparalleled comfort. Polyurethane jel pads in the heel and ball area for added padding on the strike zones. Footbed is cushioned with foam and encapsulated air cells to provide energy return and reduce muscle fatigue.

**Key Features**
1. **Support:** Heel and ball of feet jelpads
2. **Protection:** Shock absorbing
3. **Performance:** Reduce muscle fatigue
4. **Cushion:** Jel comfort